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Abstract—This paper presents an integrated standards-based model that helps in early identification, specification and measurement for a single type of NFR, which is the performance requirement. The development stages of the standards-based framework have passed by two main steps: the first step is constituted in identifying and analyzing the system performance requirements and their allocated software performance requirements that are dispersed into the IEEE and ECSS international standards, the second step is modeling the identified system/software performance requirements using the Soft-goal Interdependency Graphs and clarifying the interdependency relations between these requirements.
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I. INTRODUCTION

The proper identification, specification and measurement of the system requirements at early development phases constitute the most significant factor to build a successful system that satisfies the stakeholder expectations and needs. In software engineering, the requirements are classified under two types: the functional requirements (FR) which are defined as the functionality that is required to be provided by the system (for instance: “The system shall be able to transfer data via internet”), and the non-functional requirements (NFR) are defined as the restrictions that should be applied on the required functions (for instance: “The system shall be able to transfer data via internet with low response time”).

In the academic field, several researchers have referred in their reports to the difficulties and challenges that the developers are faced to handle with NFR, for instance: taking NFR as a quantitative input to be measured and involved in the project budget estimation alongside with the FR [1-2]. Several approaches and methods are proposed from different researcher's perspectives to facilitate dealing with these challenges; nevertheless, there is currently a lack of generic models for early addressing and measuring these requirements at the system level and their related functional requirement at the software/hardware level [3-4].

In parallel with the academic field, international standards organizations (such as the ECSS and the IEEE) are interested in describing and categorizing the NFR types. Since the European Cooperation for Space Standardization (ECSS) and the Institute of Electrical and Electronics Engineer (IEEE) categorized the performance requirements as a single type of NFR and discussed them by various terminologies and views.

This paper will account a new model for early specifications of performance requirements at functional levels based on the finding of international standards in parallel with academic previous work of some of the respected models regarding non-functional performance requirements as an self-sufficient model to identify the size of the software performance separately of the languages types, whereas keep away from the limitations viewed in the performance measures presently offered.

The paper scope is to classify independently the all functionality allocated to software performance as a part of set pieces of the system application in the requirements phase for any software applications, whether the application has been built or it has already to be delivered.

In addition, the main contribution of this paper is the proposed model of software performance requirements. The proposed nonspecific model is considered as type of a orientation model in the common sense of an etalon standard that is being used for the measurement of software performance.

This paper is organized as follows. Section 2 presents the related works, Section 3 presents Performance REQUIREMENTS as defined in International Standards. Section 4 presents The Foundations of the proposed model of performance Requirements. A conclusion is presented in section 5.

II. RELATED WORK

Many early efforts have been concerned with defining, specifying and modeling NFR. For instance: [5] this paper proposed a performance requirements model; it joins together a multiplicity of types of knowledge of information systems and performance. The proposed framework includes the following performance conceptions, software performance
principles for construction the performance into systems, and development knowledge. The performance and development process build by using goal-oriented approach, the performance NFR framework, which suggests a developer-directed graphical handling for stating NFRs, analyzing and connecting them, and identifying the impact of judgments leading NFRs. This move toward to built a customized solution of the domain.

For instance, [6] proposed a model for performance requirements specifications and consequential a validation testing. The model can be incorporated into agile development approaches. The performance requirements can be specified incrementally, without analysis.

More instance, [7] present a new algorithm for passive testing approach in specifying the performance time communicating protocol properties to test the real execution traces and evaluated the proposed algorithm using experimental testing on the basis of the software performance requirements through a set of properties for real execution traces.

Moreover, [8] proposed an approach to elicit performance requirement from customers for software banking system using ontology. This model divided the performance requirements into three parts: system, subsystem and component levels; between these parts ontology's inference function is used to validate and complete the requirements.

Furthermore, [9] focused on the development of performance requirements for ionospheric effects in low-frequency SAR data set applications. The performance requirements were derived considering the data quality needs of a set of SAR applications. The proposed requirements can serve as a benchmark for a performance assessment of ionospheric correction methods to define the system suitability for the system.

In addition [10] proposed a process of safety requirements with random failure of a supply system to describe geolocation petri-net for model of verification and performance analysis with the widely increasing number of location-based services. Typical consumer geolocation [11] technologies are analyzed based on performance aspect for use with location-based services. While [12] proposed a performance model of requirements with related text updates to correct inconsistencies and remove limitations introduced by IEEE Std C37.118.1(TM)-2011.

In [13] present a model of distribution transformers to realize a smarter grid. The analysis has been carried out on the performance requirements and evaluation of distribution transformers when they are integrated to grid level and [14] proposed a wide Area Measurement Systems to observe the static and dynamic performance of power systems.

Finally, [15] described a method to define the performance requirements for Airport Surface Surveillance. The key idea is making the performance specification dependent on the underlying sensor deployment and geometric definition of the scenario, which enables its extension to any operational deployment.

III. PERFORMANCE REQUIREMENTS AS DEFINED IN INTERNATIONAL STANDARDS

This section presents and discusses the performance terms and views for identifying the system performance NFR and their related software performance FR that may be used for specifying and measuring the system performance requirements.

A. ECSS concepts and views for performance requirements

ECSS standards [16], [17], [18] and [19] have discussed the system/software performance FR in the context of early system development phases whereas the system performance NFR have been discussed in much later phases. In the domain of these standards, the performance requirements have been defined as the specification that the output of the system does not deviate by more than a given amount from the target output.

Moreover, [20] offered a general knowledge of the control systems engineering and its applications to space missions, such as satellite system, spacecraft system, a launcher rocket system or any other technical system involving control. Such standards are emphasized on the necessity to conduct the performance analysis during all the control system development phases to evaluate that the control system is consisted and cohesive with:

- The control objectives: which are generated by the requirement engineering process?
- The numerical requirements: which are identified by the requirement analysis?

Monitoring or evaluating the performance of the system is often assisted by improving the use of the software in the system. The performance monitor is considered a facility which is integrated into a specific processor to monitor the selected characteristics to assist in debugging and analyzing systems by determining a machine's state at a particular point in time. Often, the performance monitor [20] produces information which are related to the usage of the processor's instruction execution and storage control: for instance, the performance monitor can be used to produce information related to the period of time that has passed between events in a processing system. The information produced usually guides system architects toward ways of improving performance of a given system or developing improvements in the design of a new system.

The following terms are mentioned by ECSS standards to describe the performance requirements:

- Response to reference signals (e.g. response time, settling time, and tracking errors for command profiles).
- Accuracy and stability errors in the presence of disturbances.
- Frequency domain requirements (e.g. bandwidth).
- Measurement errors (e.g. attitude knowledge)
- Processing speed.
- Resource consumption.
- Throughput.
IEEE concepts and views for performance requirements

IEEE organization defines the performance requirements as a static and dynamic numerical requirement that is located on the software or on the human interaction with the entire software [21]. These two types of performance requirements should be stated in measurable form.

The following terms are mentioned by IEEE standards to describe the performance requirements:

• Static numerical requirements (e.g. capacity and concurrency).
• Dynamic numerical requirements (e.g. workload).

IV. THE FOUNDATIONS OF THE PROPOSED MODEL

The proposed framework has been developed based on using the following two foundations:

• The soft-goal interdependency graphs: which is used to model and describe the interdependency relations between the system performance NFR and their allocated software performance FR.
• The roles of ISO 19761[22] method: which are used to measure the data movement size for the allocated software performance FR.

The next sub-sections are described the referred foundation in more details way.

A. The view of Softgoal Interdependency Graphs (SIGs)

The Soft-goal Interdependency Graphs (SIGs) is introduced by [23] for describing and modeling the non-functional requirements and the interdependencies relation between them. SIGs represents the NFR as soft-goals, each soft-goal (parent soft-goal) is decomposed into one or more specific soft-goals (child soft-goals) until reaching one or more solutions that satisfy the NFR (parent soft-goal).

SIGs introduce three types of soft-goal, which are:

• Soft-goal: displays the NFR to be satisfied by the system.
• Operationalizing soft-goals: represents possible solutions (operations, processes, data representations) or design alternatives that assist to satisfy the NFR.
• Claim soft-goals: shows the refinement between soft-goals or the rationale related to a soft-goal [23].

The child-soft-goals provide two contribution types to satisfy the parent soft-goals: positive contributions and negative contributions. Table 1 shows that the positive contributions are divided into make, help and some+ contributions while the negative contributions are divided into break, hurt and some- contributions (see Table 1 and Figure 1).

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Table 1: SIGs contributions types</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Contribution</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Positive contributions</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Negative contributions</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

The parent soft-goals may be connected with the child goals by one of the following three links (see Figure 1):

• AND decomposition: the parent soft-goal is decomposed into more than one related goal and it’s satisfied if all the related goals are satisfied.
• OR decomposition: the parent soft-goal is decomposed into more than one related goal and it’s satisfied if at least one related goal is satisfied.
• Equal decomposition: the parent soft-goal is decomposed into one related goal and it’s satisfied if the linked goal is satisfied.

Figure 1: Soft-goal Interdependency Graphs [23]
B. Design standards-based framework for system performance requirements at functions level

At this level, the SIGs and the ISO 19761 are used for modeling and measuring the system performance requirements and their related software performance requirements. For simplicity, the proposed framework are divided into four sub-models: each sub-model clarifies one system performance requirement. Figure 2 shows a full view of the performance framework at functions level.

- The main memory time function may exchange data in a direct way with the storage device time function using COSMIC EXIT and ENTRY data movements or it may exchange data in an indirect way through the persistent storage using COSMIC READ and WRITE data movements.
- The storage device time function may exchange data in a direct way with the main memory time function and the processor instruction execution function using COSMIC EXIT and ENTRY data movements or it may exchange data in an indirect way through the persistent storage using COSMIC READ and WRITE data movements.
- The main memory time function, the storage device time function and the processor instruction execution function can require data from all the functions in the overall performance framework through the intermediary service using COSMIC EXIT and ENTRY data movements.
- The processor instruction execution function may exchange data in a direct way with the storage device time function using COSMIC EXIT and ENTRY data movements or it may exchange data in an indirect way through the persistent storage using COSMIC READ and WRITE data movements.
- The main memory time function, the storage device time function and the processor instruction execution function can require data from all the functions in the overall performance framework through the intermediary service using COSMIC EXIT and ENTRY data movements.
- The system scalability function may exchange data in a direct way with the concurrency function using COSMIC EXIT and ENTRY data movements or it may exchange data in an indirect way through the persistent storage using COSMIC READ and WRITE data movements.
- The concurrency function may exchange data in a direct way with the system scalability function using COSMIC EXIT and ENTRY data movements or it may exchange data in an indirect way through the persistent storage using COSMIC READ and WRITE data movements.
- The system scalability function and the concurrency function may require data from any function in the overall performance framework through the intermediary service using COSMIC EXIT and ENTRY data movements.
- The absolute performance error function may exchange data in a direct way with the relative knowledge error function using COSMIC EXIT and ENTRY data movements or it may exchange data in an indirect way through the persistent storage using COSMIC READ and WRITE data movements.
- The relative knowledge error function may exchange data in a direct way with the absolute performance error function using COSMIC EXIT and ENTRY data movements or it may exchange data in an indirect way through the persistent storage using COSMIC READ and WRITE data movements.
- The absolute knowledge error function and the relative knowledge error function may require data from any function in the overall performance framework through the intermediary service using COSMIC EXIT and ENTRY data movements.
- The response time function may exchange data in a direct way with the settling time function using COSMIC EXIT and ENTRY data movements or it may exchange data in an indirect way through the persistent storage using COSMIC READ and WRITE data movements.
- The settling time function may exchange data in a direct way with the response time function and the tracking error function using COSMIC EXIT and ENTRY data movements or it may exchange data in an indirect way through the persistent storage using COSMIC READ and WRITE data movements.
- The tracking error function may exchange data in a direct way with the settling time function using COSMIC EXIT and ENTRY data movements or exchange data in an indirect way through the persistent storage using COSMIC READ and WRITE data movements.
- The response time function, the settling time function and the tracking error function may require data from any function in the overall performance framework through the intermediary service using COSMIC EXIT and ENTRY data movements.
- The bandwidth function may exchange data in a direct way with the workload function using COSMIC EXIT and ENTRY data movements or it may exchange data in an indirect way through the persistent storage using COSMIC READ and WRITE data movements.
- The workload function may exchange data in a direct way with the bandwidth function using COSMIC EXIT and ENTRY data movements or it may exchange data in an indirect way through the persistent storage using COSMIC READ and WRITE data movements.
- The bandwidth function and the workload function may require data from any function in the overall performance framework through the intermediary service using COSMIC EXIT and ENTRY data movements.

Measurement observations
From Figure 2, the following points can be observed for measurement purposes:
- In the direct data exchange situation, each EXIT and ENTRY data movement will be assigned by ICFP.
• In the indirect data exchange situation, each READ and WRITE data movement will be assigned by 1CFP.

• To require data through intermediary service that requires using 4 EXITS and 4 ENTRIES. Such process will be assigned by 4 CFP.

Figure 2: The full view of the system performance model at the functions level
V. CONCLUSION AND FUTURE WORK

Developing software systems with quality attributes level is considered a significant factor to increase the value of the system. Several researchers have referred to their reports to the difficulties and challenges that faced the developers and limited their ability in identifying, addressing and measuring the NFR during early development phases, for instance: taking such requirements as a quantitative input. Recently, the researchers have introduced an extensive work for dealing with the NFR in different development phases; nevertheless, there is no based framework that can be used to facilitate early dealing with the NFR challenges and difficulties.

In this research work, we extend our previous work on the portability and maintainability NFR reported in [1] and [4] to cover the performance NFR; Where our main contribution from this work is achieved in proposing standards-based framework for identifying, specifying and measuring the system performance requirements. The proposed standards-based framework introduce to the developers three main contributions: 1) assisting in identifying and specifying the system performance requirements, 2) allocating the system performance requirements to the related software performance requirements, 3) measuring the allocated software performance requirements with an ISO-recognized measurement unit.

Our future work aims at extending this work to introduce integrated standards-based frameworks that cover all the NFR types. Also, we would like to present an experimental study to prove the effectiveness of using our standards-based frameworks during the systems development phases.
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